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Paying it
forward
at Pathways
Our dream at Pathways is to create strong
compassionate self-supporting communities.
We want to create a culture of recognition
and gratitude within Pathways and Real and
to spread kindness far and wide within our
Pathways whānau and beyond.

Welcome to this edition
of Connections!
It has been a time of anticipation as we have waited as a nation
for the Government’s response to the Mental Health and
Addiction Inquiry (He Ara Oranga) and the Wellbeing budget.
The wait was over at the end of May, and both the Inquiry and
the budget have prioritised mental health and addictions with
the promise of significant investment.
I am delighted with the focus on increasing access to services for
people with mild to moderate mental health issues, the promise
to strengthen existing services, the emphasis on services for
under 24-year olds and a focus on supporting young people's
mental wellbeing as well as suicide prevention. Expanding access
to addiction services and the Housing First package targeting
homelessness are also key for New Zealanders.
Pathways and Real are looking forward to playing a key role in
supporting the Government to successfully implement their
strategy.

So, to help us make kindness contagious, we
created some Pathways 'Pay it forward' cards.
We designed these little cards and gave them
to our staff to share with people along with a
gesture of kindness – perhaps a cup of coffee,
an offer of help or just a hug... anything goes
really!
The idea is that the card doesn't stop there. The
receiver then passes the card on to someone
else, and so on...
We also created electronic ‘Pay it forward’
cards, so you can share these messages via
email or social media.
You’ll find these on our Facebook page, search
for 'Pathways New Zealand'.
And remember to like our page while you’re
there so you can see all our posts in future.
We can't wait to see how far our cards go!

Pathways hosted Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, the Minister
of Health (David Clark) and Associate Minister of Health (Jenny
Salesa) on the Friday following the Wellbeing budget, with the
group visiting our peer-led acute alternative service in South
Auckland, Tupu Ake.
The visit enabled us to showcase our internationally recognised
service but also peer staff and guests described the peer
principles, philosophies and impact of being in a community
based acute alternative to the Prime Minister and Ministers.

A snippet from one of the Pay it forward videos

It was a wonderful day for staff and guests alike, and you can read
more about this in our Northern Region’s update on page 10.
Wishing you all a safe and healthy winter. Please don’t hesitate
to contact me at any time.

You RULE!

Ngā mihi
Sally Pitts-Brown
Chief Executive, Pathways
sally.pitts-brown@pathways.co.nz
A couple of the sharable E-cards
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Winter at Hamlin Road Farm
At Hamlin Road Farm we’ve been busy preparing for the
colder weather. Turning, organic fertilising and composting
our garden beds for planting organic garlic have been on our
‘things to do’ list, along with transitioning to planting organic
seedlings that like or can tolerate the cooler temperatures.
We’re also preparing for the range of pests that will now
come with the cooler weather, most notably slugs and snails.
Our six large green houses allow us to continue growing all
year round, yielding coriander, spinach, lettuce, pak choi,
rocket and salad greens.
Climate change can bring unpredictability around season
times and weather changes which can make planning a little
tricky, so we work as best as we can with nature to produce
the biggest bounty of crops possible. This has meant that
with a long, dry summer we could extend the growing period
of many summer crops. However, the significant impact that
climate change is having on the environment and on our food
security is worrying.
This impact can drive the price of vegetables to unaffordable
levels at times, so not only does gardening allow you to access
spray-free produce if you choose, but it’s also cost-effective.
Having your own vege garden may also lead to exciting
projects such as saving your own seeds, pickling and bottling,
drying, freezing and storing, and perhaps even trading or
sharing your homegrown produce.

Herbs are an
amazing and easy
way to start off
gardening, with most
able to be grown yearround in pots. Herbs are also
packed full of flavour and fragrances,
with some having medicinal properties and
some able to be used to make hot and cold teas.

Hamlin Road Farm
lead hand Clare
Stevens selling
the farm's organic
produce at Red Shed
Palazzo in Drury,
South Auckland.

At Hamlin Road Farm, we are also well underway with our
NZQA horticulture training. Our Level 4 students work
between theory at MIT and practical work based at the farm,
while our Level 2 students are busy planting and maintaining
a manuka orchard grown from locally collected seeds.
All students are tracking well to achieve their NZQA
qualifications and bring a range of diversity to our Hamlin
Road Farm whānau.
We have been selling our produce at a local café’s weekend
market, which has been great for our profile and something
that we will expand further on in spring and summer.

Tips
Here are some gardening and pest control tips, recipes and health benefits for the coming few months.

Garlic
• Plant between May and August –
harvested December to February
• Prefers full sun – free draining
soil or grows well in pots
• Buy NZ garlic or organic garlic
(not Chinese as it has been
treated to stop sprouting)
and break apart cloves
• Make sure soil is loosened for
drainage, then plant selected cloves
by pushing 10 cm apart, cover with
soil 2-3cm of soil and water well
• Shoots will appear in around 2
weeks – you shouldn’t have to
water over winter but will need
watering over warmer dry weather,
keep weed free and mulch with
compost or grass clippings

Health benefits of garlic
• Antibacterial, antiviral and
antifungal properties.
• Great for combating coughs
and colds reduces blood
pressure, boosts immunity,
improves cholesterol
levels, protects against cell
damage, relieves earaches.
• Eat it chopped, crushed,
sliced, cooked or raw –
the most health benefit
is obtained when
garlic is eaten raw.

Pest Control
Keeping slugs and snails in check
Slugs and snails eat plants
and seedlings, also spreading
disease and parasites.
Prevention is the best approach
to combat slug and snail damage.
Coming out at night with a torch,
carefully remove the slugs and snails
and place them in a bottle of salt
and water to kill them. Or you can
disturb their trail and hiding places
by weeding around plants or setting
traps by making deliberate hiding
places out of old wood or pipes, which
you can remove them from daily.
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Two things in particular struck me. Firstly, that innovation
comes from necessity. Many of the countries that are looking to
develop rights-based mental health services have significantly
less investment in mental health and addiction services than
we have in New Zealand. Without resources (human and
financial) they have to be really creative in meeting needs of
their communities.
Business operations manager Ross Phillips with international colleagues
at the WHO Quality Rights Forum.

Working with the World
Health Organization
By Ross Phillips, Pathways business operations manager
I was really privileged to attend a week-long forum in Korea
in May, joining a range of world leaders in community mental
health. We were working with the World Health Organization
(WHO) Quality Rights team to develop a good practice
guidance document.
WHO wants to improve access to quality mental health services
globally and to promote the human rights of people with
mental health experiences. They brought together experts
from around the world to assist with the development of the
guidance document.
Pathways was asked to represent New Zealand because of our
community-based, peer-led alternatives to hospital admissions.
In particular Tupu Ake in Auckland and recently opened Te Ao
Mārama in Christchurch (which we highlighted in our Autumn
2019 Connections newsletter).
Our peer-led acute alternatives operate without coercion,
promote respect for the rights of people using our services,
encourage community inclusion and involve people with lived
experience in the development, delivery and monitoring of
the service. For these reasons our services were identified as a
great example and I was fortunate to be supported to present
the practice and learnings of Tupu Ake.
It was a blast! I learnt very quickly how to use interpreting
headphones when listening to people speaking multiple
languages and I have to say it takes some getting used to. I
also realised how much te reo Māori we use in our common
language in New Zealand.

Let’s not be complacent or keep doing more of the same as
there are likely better ways of meeting community needs. Let’s
get creative and get people most effected by services to help
us develop these innovations.
The second thing that struck me is that our mental health
compulsory treatment act really needs an overhaul if it is to be
more rights-based and to meet our obligations of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities.
The government has just agreed to refresh this act, as it was
a key recommendation from last year’s mental health and
addiction enquiry. I look forward to playing a part in influencing
the direction and improvement of this legislation.
All in all it was a stimulating and thought provoking forum to
be a part of, held in an interesting city with lots of people and
lots of history tucked into it (and four acres of paradise for me
in the form of the Seoul Bonsai Museum!)

Taranaki creates a
range of care packs
Kieran our healthy lifestyle coordinator in Taranaki, recognised
that sometimes the people we support didn’t have the
resources to help nurse minor illnesses. Simple things we may
take for granted like throat lozenges, tissues or a lemon and
ginger tea, may be hard for them to access for many reasons.
So, Kieran decided to create some care packs he could give to
people who were feeling ‘under the weather'. He shared his
idea with Sarah Cox who jumped on board to help make the
idea a reality. Together they came up with the contents for
three ‘care packs’ to give out to people they felt would benefit
- 'Colds and flus', 'Tummy bugs' and 'Hygiene essentials'.
Kieran and Sarah didn’t have a lot of money available, so they
got creative, seeking donations from local organisations and
splitting up multi-packs to keep costs down. Kieran found his
inner designer and created a wrapping paper to make the
packs feel a bit special.
The packs have been greatly appreciated. Our Hamilton team
saw them and soon they were busy making a batch of care
packs for their local Pathways whānau.

During my presentation I would notice a confused look from
the audience members wearing translator headsets after
mentioning things like whānau, aroha, mana and mahi!
Our services were universally well received. The delegation
from China were particularly interested in how they might be
able to go about developing community-based alternatives
to hospital admissions. Our Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern,
was also universally well regarded, with many people
expressing their admiration for the way she and the people of
New Zealand responded with care and compassion following
the Christchurch terror attacks.
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Physically Well

Sarah Cox, registered nurse (right) with team coach Helen.

Meet Kieran Windsor healthy
lifestyles coordinator
Kia ora! Hey, my name is Kieran.
I'm the Healthy Lifestyles
Coordinator for Taranaki, based
in New Plymouth.
I've been in this job almost three
years, and am really lucky to have
worked with heaps of amazing
people, and in a job that allows
me to explore some of the things
I love.
When I tell someone I work in
mental health, the response is
often along the lines of, "That
must be a really rewarding job", and yes, it certainly is. Although
I think most of the time, this response comes simply because
they see what we do as making a positive impact.
For me, it's more than that. It's about helping people to enjoy
life. It's about progression. It’s about supporting people to
make sustainable change.
Life's always been a bit of a smorgasbord - growing up, I gave
most sports on offer a go, got my hands on any technology
I could and surrounded myself with all sorts of people. I've
always been on the move, and as a result, when it comes to
wellbeing, I've learnt that if we always chase the things we
enjoy, it's easy to forget the things we need.
I don't think there's many jobs where you can say, "The most
important thing I did yesterday was help someone enjoy life".
In my time at Pathways, we've supported people to present
their own radio show, catch a fish, run a marathon, publish a
children's book, rock climb, enter a frisbee golf tournament,
ride a horse, ride a bike, get a job, complete studies and even
become a beekeeper. That's enjoying life!
When it comes to wellbeing, I'm a big believer that knowledge
empowers progression. We put a big emphasis on increasing
knowledge through our workshops and activities. Someone
might not use what they learn right away, but it goes along
with wherever life takes them. Going to work, knowing that
today might be the day you teach something that could change
someone's life; that's progression.
When I think about sustainable change, I often focus on
facilitating education, utilising technology and creating efficient
solutions in our community - not because they're the end
goal, but because they all help achieve it. And while I value
their necessity in what we do, they won't be what drives me
to come to work tomorrow.
What does? It's when you go to a restaurant, and the person
taking your order is the same one who was so anxious when
you met them, they could barely have a conversation. When
you say goodbye to someone you support, because they're
returning to the same university they left when they became
unwell. When you pass someone in the street, and they smile,
wave and keep walking - because they're enjoying life, they've
moved forward, and they no longer need your support. That's
sustainable change.

The power of art for relaxation
We loved this letter we received from a
guest Te Whare Waimahana, Auckland
This place, Te Whare Waimahana, was such a blessing!
I thought I was going to a psych ward, but instead they
referred me to here!
I learnt how to deal with my emotions and how to stay in
control. This journey has been epic but also challenging. I
didn’t realise that “art” was a tool of mine to relax and zone
out. I just saw it as a way of keeping busy (lol) (but I was
supposed to be resting).
During my time here I pumped out a lot of artwork, so the
staff took the opportunity to ask me to do an art piece for
their “whare”. They handed me three large sized brand-new
canvases. I was a little overwhelmed and felt the pressure.
But I accepted the challenge and I delivered!
One of the staff told me to initial and date it as a milestone.
I’m so grateful for the staff, the friends I’ve made, and the
knowledge and techniques I’ve gained during my stay.
Thanks fam! Will never forget what you guys have done
with me and alongside me. Once again, “malo” (“thank
you” in Tongan). I will continue to be “loto lahi” – “strong”
in Tongan".
Mad love – Crayon (Machaeon)

Technology getting us out
and about
Three years ago, we set about getting all our frontline
mobile staff set up with a smart phone and mini laptop.
Pathways now has more than 270 mobile phones and 270
mini laptops out and about on any given day.
We moved much of our important software to ‘the cloud’
so our mobile staff could access everything they need,
wherever and whenever they need it.
Our mobile staff can now sit with people in their homes and
search up resources, organise appointments, check out local
community happenings, and co-write notes among other
things.
We are looking at many of the online therapeutic and
wellbeing tools that are out there and developing expertise
in how to support people to use electronic technologies to
improve their wellbeing.
We're also trialing new devices for when our current ones
need upgrading. Watch this space!
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Central
Region
News
Celebrating Pink Shirt
Day around the region
Wellington’s pink breakfast
The team in Wellington enjoyed a wonderful pink breakfast at
our Thorndon Quay offices to celebrate Pink Shirt Day, before
heading out to work for the day. It was all about promoting
a positive work culture where bullying has no room to thrive!
Speaking of thriving, staff enjoyed Rose’s yummy pancakes,
and lots of choices of cereals and fruit.
The day was a great reminder to staff to ‘Speak up and take
action’ if they noticed behaviours or language that might
undermine the supportive and safe environment we want to
maintain in our workplace. It was also a great time to reflect
on the people we support and how our staff can advocate for
them when they are not treated as they should be.

Whanganui’s whānau breakfast and disco
The Whanganui team had a
cracker of a day on May 17
celebrating Pink Shirt Day and all
its glory. Their day started at our
respite service whare. Whānau
of the people we support were
invited to have a delicious hot
cooked breakfast with our
staff. It was a great morning of
connecting and sharing stories
about their loved ones, their own
experiences and their thoughts
about the support we provide.
In the evening, the tempo
increased with a pink shirt disco.
This was planned and organised
by the Connectors committee
Team coach Egan showing
which is made up of people we
off his pink swagger
support, their whānau and our
staff. The disco was held at the Hattrick skating rink. People
were able to request their favourite song and there were
prizes for the best dancer and the best dressed. It was great
to see so many people having fun to celebrate this important
day.

Masterton pinks up the community

A pink start to the day

Some of our Wellington staff enjoying breakfast

Haere rā Marie
This month we farewelled a longstanding member of the
Pathways Wellington tangata whaiora whānau as she moves
to Auckland to be closer to her whānau. Marie has been
supported by Pathways since 1999 and has been at Tumanako
since 2014. It was a heartwarming conclusion to what has
been a lovely collaboration between the various DHBs,
Pathways and Marie’s whānau.
Haere rā Marie, me hoki mai ano!!
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In Masterton, they sent
their pink brigade out
in force around town
chatting to shoppers and
shopkeepers as they went
about their day. There
were lots of engaged
conversations
within
the team as well as the
community which was
great.
Lots of the mental health
and addictions team staff
got out and about in
Sarah, Amanda (team coach),
the community and the
Ani and Chrissy (support worker).
Kuripuni residential team
organised shirts, balloons, stickers and pink healthy food on
cocktail sticks for everyone.

Masterton teams build
connections
All the Masterton teams put aside time recently to get
together and talk team stuff - about how they can best work
together, and ensure their processes and systems align with
their 90-day plans.
These team planning sessions are a great time to connect
socially and do some team building too. The teams all chose
different activities to connect with each other on these team
days, from healthy kai in the park and mini golf, to manicures
and pedicures, to bowling at the local alley.

The survey prize
a banquet worth
the same amount
as a 30g packet
of tobacco!

Queen Elizabeth park in Masterton great for walks

Walking for wellness
Our Masterton teams have been making the most of the
beautiful bright Autumn days we’ve been having. They have
been doing regular walks and outdoor activities with the
people we support, getting ready for the darker, wetter days
of winter!

Getting neighbourly in Whanganui
Being great neighbours is really important to us at Pathways.
The Whanganui team wanted to help the people they
support to connect with their neighbours.

Whanganui supports
World Smokefree Day
To celebrate World Smokefree Day, the Whanganui team
had a BBQ and played footy at the back of our office, with
Registered Nurses Sam Lethaby and Kristal Hartell providing
valuable health promotion messages.
It was great to see so many people use this as a forum to
share their personal experiences with smoking.
Sam set up a Co2 meter for people to have a play with. Quit
Cards were available, and many took up this opportunity to
try Nicotine Replacement Therapy. There was also a bit of
discussion around the validity of vaping as a safer alternative
to smoking.

So, for Neighbours Day in March, the people we support
popped across to meet the neighbours, say ‘hi’ and invite
them to a lunchtime neighbours day BBQ at our Nixon street
residential service. They dropped them a wee gift too – a
Pathways shopping bag containing a Pathways Wholesome
cookbook and a selection of fresh vegetables grown in our
community gardens at our adult respite service.

To top off the day one of the lucky people who filled in a
smoking survey won a banquet of groceries. The cost of
the banquet was equivalent to the cost of a 30g packet of
tobacco.

At the BBQ lunch neighbours, residents and staff all joined
together for a shared lunch and a catch up.

Showcasing our cookbook
in training workshops

The team were delighted when one of their neighbours
brought a lovely box of fresh grapes along to the BBQ.
Once the team got talking to her, they found out that this
neighbour, who was now retired, had previously worked in
mental health services herself. So, she was really familiar
with the type of support we provide.
Another neighbour sent a lovely card thanking the team for
the gift.

If you would like support to give up smoking, please talk to
one of the support workers.

Our Wellington team uses their staff training workshops to
try out and share recipes from our Wholesome cookbook
with staff.
At their Working with distress and risk workshop in May
they served up the Three bean chilli with baked potato for
the staff’s lunch, which had been lovingly prepared by the
region’s administrator and service and relationship managers.
Everyone loved it. Even Julie Nelson, our joint Wise Group
chief executive who was in the building on the day, gave it a
ten out of ten!
The training facilitator was super impressed too and left with
a cookbook in hand and a smile on her face!

People we support shared a bag of goodies with their neighbours.
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Midland
Region
News

Midland's registered
health professional day
Recently all our clinical
staff
from
Hauraki,
Waikato and Taranaki
came
together
in
Hamilton
to
share
knowledge,
learn,
problem solve and have
some fun. They were
also joined by three
enrolled nurse students
from WINTEC who are
currently
completing
placements with nurses
in Pathways Waikato.
The day was full of
activities and learning.
Victoria
Hood,
team
coach
of
Women’s
Wellness in Hamilton,
led out with a Mindful
Movement
session.
Mindful Movement is
about creating a safe
environment
through
the use of invitational
exploratory
and
accepting
language
to
promote
inner
experiencing.

Top: Left to right – Annelise, William, Vanessa and Paul
Bottom: Left to right – Toni, Pam, Andy, Arbi and Shane

Hauraki camp – Our best one yet!
Last month, 29 of our Pathways whānau from all over the
Hauraki region gathered at the Kauaeranga Valley Education
Camp for a three-day stay.
Pathways staff and people supported in the region thoroughly
enjoyed the incredible setting and the outstanding weather.
One of the activities on day two was to get active and climb
the mountain. Nine of the camp attendees made it all the way
to the Pinnacles Hut which is a more than 700 metre climb and
6km walk one way!
The commitment, courage and compassion from everyone
that attended was truly inspirational and evident throughout
the entire camp. Requests have already been put forward to
repeat it again next year!
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WINTEC nursing students Parvit Gill,
Kraine Acosta and Zoe Stevenson at
the registered health professional
day in Hamilton.

Several teams explored Vicki Mitchell (foreground) brought
ideas around mental some bubbles to the occasion, with
health staff working Deb Purves (right rear)
in primary care and
managing risk. These discussions resulted in some very useful
insights and ways forward.
Divika Reddy, Occupational Therapist from the Waikato DHB
presented two workshops around sensory processing. The
clinical staff came away from these sessions with a better
understanding of how sensory processing can benefit
people using services and the importance of discovering
people’s preferences. They also got lots of practical ideas for
implementing sensory modulation in their practice.
Other topics the Registered Health Professionals explored
and watched podcasts about were Helen Locket’s discussion
about the evidence review of the Equally Well position
paper and Julia Rucklidge (Director of the Mental Health and
Nutrition Research Group) talking about the critical role of
nutrition in improving and maintaining mental health.

Paying
forward
winter
warmth in
Taranaki

Hamilton’s summer social team prepare the tropical treats.
Left to right: Martha, Lorna, Lydia, Sarah, Sandy, Michelle and Narm

Disco, dance and delicious food
The St John’s hall was transformed into a tropical paradise for
Hamilton’s Summer Social this year. Around 50 guests from
Hamilton and Hauraki joined staff for a fun night out of food,
games, dancing and more food!
Guests had the chance to put on a lei or a hula skirt and have
a photo taken in the beautifully decorated, handmade photo
frame made by the local arts and craft group earlier in the
week.
After some mingling, the Hamilton team served burgers
followed by a delicious array of desserts from the Hauraki
whānau. Some people enjoyed playing games of darts, giant
jenga or quoits, while others broke it down on the dance floor.
All in all a great success!

Midland’s Takiwa hui
Within Pathways, each region has a Takiwa, a group of
people who are passionate about furthering Te Ao Māori
understanding and practice in their region. The Midland
Takiwa came together recently for a pot-luck dinner followed
by their first Midland Takiwa hui.
The purpose of the hui was to bring together Takiwa kaimahi
(staff) from throughout the Midland region which spans
the Waikato, Hauraki, Bay of Plenty, Lakes and Taranaki. In
addition, it was a chance for staff to korero about their hopes
and dreams for building Te Ao Māori in our workplace so that
we continue to respond authentically to Māori.
Pathways’ Kaihautū Anaru Hawkins opened the hui with
karakia, and Midland General Manager Denise Aylward
welcomed everyone and shared her pepeha. Both the potluck
dinner and the hui were a great success, an opportunity to
whakawhanaungatanga, share stories from our localities, and
understand the function of Takiwa.

We’ve had a bit of a
theme at Pathways
in the last month
around ‘Paying it
Forward’. In the
lead up to winter
the Taranaki team
wanted to share this
theme much wider Taranaki’s donations of winter woollies
and help the people
they support have something warm to wear this coming
winter. So, they combined the two to pay it forward with some
winter warmth.
The South mobile team got busy sourcing jackets, jerseys,
woollen hats, scarves and socks to provide to the people they
support and other vulnerable people in their local community.
The community got behind them and helped out with
donations.
The team then spent a couple of days washing and drying
all the donations and putting them up in their front foyer.
They ended up with a fantastic collection which they have
been giving to people in need to make a small but important
difference to the people of their South Taranaki community.
Everyone who has taken items has been most appreciative.

Pathways
cookbook
a big hit!
South Taranaki had
their
fortnightly
wellness group at
the Salvation Army
hall where they drew
inspiration from the
Pathways Wholesome
cookbook.
The vegetable fritters
were a real hit and
everyone
enjoyed
participating
in
preparing a shared
lunch.

South Taranaki’s Wholesome
fritters
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Northern
Region
News

Special visitor
at Tupu Ake

On 31 May, following Thursday's budget announcement,
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern visited Pathways' Tupu Ake
peer-led acute alternative service in South Auckland.
Along with Minister of Health Hon David Clark and Associate
Minister of Health Hon Jenny Salesa, the Prime Minister took
the opportunity to find out about the unique value of peer
support in mental health recovery. Robyn Shearer, Deputy
Director-General Mental Health and Addiction also attended.
The ministers were hosted by Wise Group joint chief executive
Julie Nelson, Pathways’ chief executive Sally Pitts-Brown, and
Pathways’ board member Cassandra Laskey.
Keri Opai, Wise Group cultural lead and Pathways’ kaihautū
Anaru Hawkins, welcomed the Ministers to Tupu Ake, along
with team coach Wendy Montgomery.
The Prime Minister spent most of the visit talking with
guests and the peer staff, hearing about their journeys and
life experiences that had led them to Tupu Ake. Some great
conversations were had and real connections were made as
people shared their stories and talked about their experience
at Tupu Ake. It was a fabulous day, with the flying visit leaving
staff and guests alike buzzing.

People heard more about the 8-week Counties Manukau
Smokefree Programme and a handful signed up to quit.

Focus on smokefree health
May 31 was World Smokefree Day, which was important
to us because many of the tangata whaiora we work with in
mental health are smokers. It is estimated that in New Zealand,
approximately 33 per cent of all cigarette equivalents are
smoked by those with a mental illness.
Life expectancy for people with chronic mental illness is 25
years less than that of the general population. The major causes
of premature death are diseases associated with smoking;
including cardiovascular disease, lung disease and diabetes.
The Northern region wanted to promote World Smokefree
Day through a non-judgmental, all-inclusive day for whaiora
and kaimahi of Pathways and our neigbouring organistion
Mahitahi. We also invited the Counties Manukau Smokefree
team to join us along with a few of the crew from Healthy
Families NZ.
The intial plan was a smokefree hikoi (walk) with the Healthy
Families team. We wanted to add an exciting element to the
walk – The Journeys of Manu app. This app is an augmented
reality experience that has been designed specifically for
the Puhinui Stream’s environment, culture, technology
and movement. This was to be followed by a hearty kai
of homemade soup from Mahitahi and a korero from the
Smokefree Middlemore team.

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern called in to Tupu Ake in Auckland,
talking with guests and staff and enjoying a cuppa and a muffin
from our Wholesome cookbook.

Tupu Ake was the first mental health and wellbeing
peer support service of its kind in New Zealand and
it has become an exemplar service around the world
since it opened 10 years ago. Research has shown the
huge benefits of its peer-led approach, and Tupu Ake
has hosted many guests from across the country and
around the world. Pathways’ leaders have also presented
internationally about it, including most recently business
operations manager Ross Phillips, whose experience in
Korea is featured on page 4.
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True to form, the
Auckland
weather
had other ideas, so
we moved into the
action sports indoor
arena where we
switched out the walk
for indoor netball.
All in all, it was a
great day of health,
connection
and
fun, with an added
bonus of signing up a
handful of people to
the 8-week Counties Bad weather forced World Smokefree Day
Manukau Smokefree activities inside, with a game of indoor
netball getting the blood pumping.
Programme.

Culture and identity strengthened Celebrating
Recently in the Northern region, a new culture and identity
our own
group has been set up by the health and wellbeing team, with
'guardian angel'
weekly groups giving people the opportunity to explore their
culture through sharing.
Support worker Felix Unger has been running weekly groups,
which focus on strengthening participants’ sense of self and
their identity.
Activities have included a trip to The Hangi Shop, where the
group shared kai (food) together. Another successful session
was centred around a world map, with people speaking about
their ancestors’ journey to New Zealand and what this journey
means to them.
They also discussed their Turangawaewae (place of belonging).
People shared what or where this is for them, and everyone
learned their pepeha (a way of introducing yourself in Māori,
telling the story of the places and people you are connected
to).
Another session was on language where everyone had an
opportunity to share and teach common phrases in their
native language.
Through this group, we have seen people build connections
with each other and develop a sense of pride through
reconnecting with their culture.
We are looking forward to continuing to run this group in
other parts of our region!

Freeman Singh, Felix Unger and Chappy Pihema enjoying an outing to
a hangi shop.

Feeling smoothie
Over the past month or so we have been visiting many of our
residential services and showing staff and guests how to put
together a smoothie. Smoothies are a great way to increase
essential nutrients in our diet. Our focus has been on making
a green smoothie, increasing the dietary intake of green leafy
vegetables in our diet. They are a great source of potassium,
folate, iron, magnesium to support both our mental and
physical wellbeing.
We have provided the ingredients and blenders for some of
our services to continue blending long after we have left. It
has been really rewarding to see people try something new
and understand the health benefits.

Here’s a lovely email one
of our service and
relationship managers in
Auckland received from a
clinician at North Shore Adult
Community Mental Health,
Waitemata DHB, about Pathways’
support worker Cyrus Benage. (Abridged)
I want to shine a huge light on Cyrus and let you know he
is doing magnificent work for Nigel*.
Housing NZ moved Nigel from Orewa to a Housing New
Zealand home in Northcote. He moved here leaving his friends
behind, has no supports and had absolutely nothing when he
moved other than a few pieces of clothing. He was drowning
with negative thoughts, lowly mood coupled with mental
health concerns and comorbidities: Cataract surgery for both
eyes, tests for liver cancer and AOD (alcohol and other drugs)
concerns making our Nigel quite vulnerable in the community.
If you took a look at Nigel it would break your heart at how
wafer-thin he is and how he came to us with nothing. Nigel
told me he was sleeping on a mattress on the floor until Cyrus
supported him with WINZ. Cyrus worked tirelessly with the
Salvation Army to get home basics such as a bed, fridge, kettle,
and other cooking utensils and other needed items around the
home.
Nigel cried telling me how lonely he is being in Northcote
without friends or supports, then he cried telling me how
appreciative he is of Cyrus. How Cyrus is his eyes, ears and
that he could not do without Cyrus’ help. It made me cry as I
drove back to the office and appreciate the neat work you all
do but particularly with Cyrus who has a soft heart with Nigel
and does not feel challenged going the extra mile to support
another human being in need.
I hope Cyrus can be celebrated for his efforts, who he is to
Nigel and how his work ethics resonate with Nigel.
Nigel sees Cyrus as his personal guardian angel.
I have never cried so hard in my life on my way back to the
office – sad tears for Nigel’s predicament but happy tears
knowing he is being well supported by Cyrus. I really appreciate
Aldyth’s Acute Community Service team and what they are
doing for our community daily. Cyrus is truly a hero as far as
I am concerned, and Nigel trusts him so much he is engaging
splendidly with adult community mental health services.
What the Acute Community Service does is nothing short of
amazing."
* Name has been changed for privacy
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Southern
Region
News
Pathways Southern and
earthquake recovery –
Melissa Webb’s experience
I have had the privilege of supporting the Canterbury
people during the Earthquake Comission (EQC) Public Inquiry
drop ins/forums with Dame Silvia Cartwright. Many of the
people who have attended these meetings are still going
through the process, with either EQC or their insurance
company. I have been amazed at many of the people’s
resilience.
The forums have given the community the opportunity to feel
heard, and a place to connect with others who have had or are
experiencing similar situations. One of the big themes coming
out of the drop ins is the emotional and mental toll on this
group of people, and the importance of providing wellbeing
services long term after a natural disaster.
My role has been to support the community to make their
verbal submissions and to be on hand to have a chat and
debrief. I engaged with several people and am currently
following up with them over the phone. During this process I
referred two of these people to our Pathways Mobile Respite
Team, as well as connecting them with other local agencies.
My role has also been to provide support to the Enquiry
team, as many of their staff are not accustomed to working
so closely and directly with the public. Some of the support
has included trauma informed training, group supervision and
some reflections and debriefing, which includes some human
instincts principles.
I have built up
a
wonderful
relationship
with
both the general
public and the
inquiry team. The
feedback
has
been
amazing
with
positive
comments
and
recommendations
coming
from
those who I have
supported as well
as from Dame Sylva
Cartwright
who
heads the inquiry. I
Pathways team coach Melissa Webb has
have been advised
been part of the EQC Public Enquiry drop
that EQC have been
ins and forums.
so pleased with our
service they are considering attaching to other regions!
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Christchurch service in
spotlight for nurses
Pathways were invited to
Canterbury DHB SMHS
Nurses’ Day on May 15,
to give a presentation to
60 nurses at Hillmorton
Hospital.
Team coach Rachel
Wilson presented to 60
nurses about Pathways’
Te Ao Mārama service
in Christchurch, and
what the role of the
nurse looked like at the
service.

Southern team coach Rachel Wilson

gave a presentation to 60 nurses at
Rachel outlined the roles
Hillmorton Hospital.
of the nurse and the
peer support worker, covering how they work alongside each
other. She also explained how the nurses at Te Ao Mārama
work with the senior peers regarding entry to the service,
assessment of suitability and the initial plan for stay with the
whaiora.

The role of the nurse at Te Ao Mārama also includes
organising, administering and training on medication;
completing physical health checks and promoting Equally
Well; supporting guests and formulating goal plans; providing
support when people are acutely unwell; educating guests
around medication, diagnosis, treatment options; and exit
planning with the peers and linking with other services and
liaising with Specialist Mental Health Services.
The attendees were very receptive to the service and had
quality questions, coming away feeling supported to use
Te Ao Mārama as an option when suitable.

Update from Te Ao Mārama
From its opening day on April 5, 2019 the staff have been
working hard to support people who require specialist
mental health support to recover in this great environment.
During May, we had a full
house for the first time which
was a great achievement.
Pathways’ collaboration with
the Canterbury District Health
Board’s (DHB) Specialist
Mental Health Service (SMHS)
has been essential in the
development and use of this
service, and we continue to
work together to cement
its role in the recovery of
Canterbury residents.

Pink Shirt Day,
Southern style

G
CON

This year, the Southern team
supported Pink Shirt Day by
encouraging staff to wear
pink from head to toe, so
wardrobes were ransacked
to find the best pink outfit.
Out came the pink hair,
pink glasses, pink hats, pink
clothes and of course, the pink
accessories.

R A T U LA T ION

S!

Mykayla going from
strength to strength

The prize for the best
Jacinda Baker took out the
best dressed prize on Pink Shirt
dressed went to Jacinda
Day in May, decked out in pink
from Workwise. Jacinda truly
from top to toe.
embraced the pink colour
from the pink ribbon in her
hair to the pink shoes she wore. The Connectors team also
shouted all staff a pink doughnut for morning tea – YUM!

Farewell to our Southern
General Manager, Jackie Moore
It was with a heavy heart and a few tears that we said goodbye
to our general manager Jackie Moore a few weeks ago. After
six and a half years with Pathways Jackie made the difficult
decision to leave. Jackie left with all our love and support and
we wish her well in her new adventures.
Following Jackie’s departure Pathways Christchurch
welcomed Denise Aylward as their new general manager.
We’ll tell you a little bit more about Denise in a future
newsletter.

Mykayla has been supported by Pathways for
the past six months. Mykayla has been doing
some amazing mahi in the service! She recently
completed a parenting course through He Waka
Tapu. The photo shows how proud she was of
completing this course. She is looking forward to
using some of the skills she learnt in parenting her
sibling as well as her baby, which is due in July.
Not only has she completed this, but she recently
gave up
smoking. This
was a decision
she made on
her own and
she managed
to achieve her
goal with the
help of nicotine
replacement
therapy and
from her
Pathways’
support worker,
Wendy.
Tino pai rawa
atu, Mykayla!

Mykayla proudly displaying her
certificate of completion.

Selwyn Street’s garden
gets a spruce up
After eight years of discussion and raruraru, Selwyn
Street is finally getting a new wooden fence with
our neighbour Carol, after the old one was damaged
during the February 2011 earthquakes. We are all very
excited.
Removing the support structures from the garden has
opened up so much more potential growing space for
flowers and vegetables.
The gardener, Johnny, made sure that our plants were
all safely moved out of the way before construction
began.

A new fence is underway at Selwyn Street, after the old one was damaged in
the February 2011 earthquakes.
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Working through anxiety
to wellness
Charlie* was 17 when he was referred to Real with
significant anxiety. He had left school part way through
Year 13, despite being very academically able.

Getting
Real with rap
From Renee Newton, Real, Hamilton.
We have been supporting a young man who
connected with Real through the Youth Justice
system.
Real identified that the young man had an interest
in media and supported him to get enrolled in a
Wintec course that will bridge to a media arts degree.
After identifying his whakapapa links to Turangi iwi
Ngati Tuwharetoa, Real staff used their networks to
coordinate a visit to the local radio station in Turangi
- Tuwharetoa FM. We were lucky to spend a day
with the rangatahi, learning about radio technology
and transmission and, more excitingly, recording in
the sound booth.
The rangatahi had been working on writing a rap
that expressed his feelings about his offending,
naming the issues that led him to where he was.
More importantly, the rap included the steps he was
taking to make things right, with the support of Real.
By the end of the day, a rap was recorded and played
back in court for the Judge to hear.
This work was aspirational, focusing on a more
holistic approach that was required.
The rangatahi was also able to achieve some personal
dreams and reconnected to his marae (Hiirangi
Marae) in the process.
He had talked about visits there with his dad when
he was a boy.
We were able to share the pictures and final recording
of the rap with the young man's whānau at his
request.
A rangatahi
harnessed
the power of
rap to express
his feelings
about his
offending,
even playing
it in court for
the Judge.

He presented with regular panic attacks and constant
rumination around his physical heath. He saw his
GP regularly for various complaints and she referred
him to us.
Charlie engaged enthusiastically, responded well to a
cognitive behavioural therapy approach and worked
extremely hard on all tasks given, with some reduction
in his anxiety.
The registered health professional at Real believed he
would benefit from medication and met with him and
his mum to discuss this course of action. Charlie was
very reluctant because: “Medication is my last resort
and if I try it too early and it doesn’t work, I will have
nothing else”.
Real worked with him over three sessions, giving
him information on the various types of medication
he could try and how they worked. He chose not to
take medication but agreed he would see how well
he could do after his sessions ended.
His sessions were concluded at a time Charlie was
managing to get through his panic attacks, but they
were still happening.
Three months after his sessions concluded, Charlie
self-referred back to Real, with the goal of being
supported to start an SSRI medication, which had been
prescribed by his GP. By this stage, Charlie was over
18, so an iCAMHS referral was not possible.
We recapped the previous strategies he found helpful
and, over just four sessions, his anxiety dramatically
reduced to the point that we made a referral to
Workwise.
Two months later he contacted us to tell us that
Workwise had been very supportive and he had a
fulltime office position in Rotorua. Charlie was loving
his new role, and his anxiety was now almost nonexistent.
He was very thankful of the support he received on
his journey, and we are very proud of the progress
he has made.
*Name has been changed to protect privacy

Check out www.werryworkforce.org/
drive-series for some great youth focused
video resources about therapies, clinicians
and medications.

All go at Real Bay of Plenty
Real have had a very busy few months supporting rangatahi
in the Bay of Plenty.
We have had many nights where our whare is full, with
laughter and fun on the menu. Charades, Bananagrams and
Monopoly Deal have been a great way to connect socially
and distract from other challenges guests might be facing.
Our day visitors are also going from strength to strength. With
the support from Real, transition plans for those isolated from
peers and the community have been starting to help them
reengage with others and return to school.

Sweet taste
of success
Two Real guests in Tauranga
put their baking skills to the test,
whipping up a tasty batch of muffins
with help from staff. The baking was a
big hit, and the young people enjoyed the
experience and the yummy end result.

A new stock of art and craft supplies have prompted creativity,
goal setting and a chance to explore our thoughts and feelings
whilst also providing some fantastic artworks for the Real whare.
We have also been working alongside BOP MICAMHS specialist
Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) team to help young
people accessing this pathway to tolerate their distress and
achieve their therapeutic goals.
We also celebrated Youth Week recently exploring the theme,
‘We are more than you see!’. Guests baked some beautiful
sweet treats with raspberry icing focused on Youth Week
2019. They also started an awesome art piece to live in the
lounge, using glow in the dark handprints to leave their mark
on the house.
We can’t wait to see what the second half of the year has in
store…watch this space!

Travelling on...
Real Southern Lakes is presenting the Travellers
Programme in Reperoa and Taupo.
Travellers is a group programme for Year 9
students, aimed at building resilience and life
skills. The eight-week group programme is
running at Reperoa College and Taupo Nui a
Tia College, teaching young people skills to
cope with change, loss and transition.
Using specially designed resources and engaging,
supportive approaches. Travellers helps young
people to:

Real Bay of Plenty guests baked some cupcakes in honour of
Youth Week in May.

» explore their change, loss and transition
experiences and work through these
experiences in safe and adaptive ways
» understand how they think and feel about
these experiences and how this influences
their responses to them
» use the supportive environments available
to them more readily.

A new glow-in-the-dark
artwork made by our guests
is on show in the lounge.

Guests have been enjoying
games, a welcomed
distraction from their
challenges.

By building their self-esteem and confidence,
the young people will be better equipped to
face other challenges that come their way in
the future.

Pathways
News

Building wellbeing
through weaving

Nominate an exceptional
Pathways staff member…
Every year through the Trish Glen Awards, we recognise
staff members who make an exceptional contribution
to Pathways and to the lives of the people we support.
Trish Glen was a Pathways support worker who sadly
died of cancer in 2005. Trish is remembered for her
unique contribution, her commitment, her team
support, her encouragement of others and her personal
courage.
If you know a Pathways staff member who you think
reflects these attributes and embodies the Pathways
spirit of ‘whatever it takes’ then please nominate them
for the award. Just tell us their name and why you think
they deserve the award.
Please talk to the team coach in your service if you
would like to nominate someone. You will need to make
your nominations by Monday 5 August.

Notices

At our adult respite in Tauranga we are fortunate to have
Christina Warren, who is skilled in the art of mahi raranga (Flax
weaving). Mahi raranga is a positive way to connect with guests.
Christina got the opportunity to engage Marama* recently, and
together they made a coaster out of flax. Marama was excited to
be weaving again and told us that she used to weave a long time
ago. She showed interest in potentially joining a class back in her
home-town and was proud of her work.
We showed her case manager the work Marama had done and the
case manager was attempting to connect Marama with a place
that also makes flax flowers. The case manager and Marama were
happy that she had rediscovered weaving. Marama said she found
it relaxing and couldn't wait to get home and make another five
coasters as a set.
She said she would bring
them back to show us the
next time she comes to
respite.
*Name has been changed
to protect privacy

Marama shows off her work in progress,
a flax coaster.

Matariki
Te Wiki o te Reo Māori
9 –15 Mahuru 2019
Māori Language Week
9 –15 September 2019

We'd love to hear
your stories...
Take the pledge at
www.plasticfreejuly.org

Story ideas?
We'd love to hear from you! Talk to your service’s
team coach or email contactus@pathways.co.nz

